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Abstract

The CEBAF Large Acceptance Spectrometer at 12 GeV (CLAS12) is located in Hall B, one of the exper-
imental halls at Jefferson Lab. The forward part of CLAS12 is built around a superconducting toroidal
magnet. The six coils of the toroid divide the detector azimuthally into six sectors. Each sector contains
three multi-layer drift chambers for reconstructing the trajectories of charged particles originating from a
fixed target.
Each of the 18 planar chambers has two “superlayers” of six layers each, with the wires in the two adjacent

superlayers oriented at ±6◦ stereo angles. Each layer has 112 hexagonal cells spanning a range from about 5◦

to 40◦ in polar angle. The six-layer structure provides redundancy in track segment finding and good tracking
efficiency even in the presence of some individual wire inefficiency. The design, construction, operation, and
calibration methods are described, and estimates of the efficiency and resolution are presented from in-beam
measurements.
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1. Forward Tracking System1

The CLAS12 Forward Detector is constructed2

around a toroidal magnet consisting of six iron-3

free superconducting coils. The particle detec-4

tion system consists of drift chambers to determine5

charged-particle trajectories, Cherenkov detectors6

for electron/pion separation, scintillation counters7

for flight-time measurements, and calorimeters to8

identify electrons and high-energy neutral particles.9

An overview of the CLAS12 subsystems and geome-10

try may be found in the CLAS12 overview paper [1]11

in this volume. A schematic view of the torus mag-12

net with drift chambers attached is shown in Fig. 1.13

The drift chambers are triangular boxes attached14

to the magnet cryostat. This assembly of the mag-15

net and chambers is referred to as the “Forward16

Tracker”.17

The Forward Tracker can detect charged parti-18

cles emerging from the target with momenta greater19

than 200 MeV at polar angles from roughly 5◦ to20

40◦. Particles with lower momentum are swept out21

of the tracking volume by the torus magnetic field.22

Because the coils of the torus magnet represent a23

“dead area” in which we cannot detect charged par-24

ticles, we designed the chamber endplates and at-25

tached electronics to be as thin as possible. The26

resulting azimuthal coverage varies from 50% of 2π27

at 5◦ to 80% of 2π at 40◦.28

2. Drift Chamber System Conceptual De-29

sign30

When the CLAS detector [2] was upgraded to31

become the CLAS12 detector, the drift chambers32

were re-designed. We kept many of the design con-33

cepts of the original CLAS chambers [3], but made34

improvements in a number of areas.35
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Figure 1: A model drawing of the torus magnet (light
gray) with drift chambers (darker blue) attached. Note
that the cable runs and gas lines have been removed for
clarity. The largest chambers are approximately equi-
lateral triangular solids with 4 m long sides and 0.8 m
depth.

2.1. Physics Requirements for CLAS12 Forward36

Tracking37

There are several broad areas of physics research38

that drive the design of the forward tracking sys-39

tem: spectroscopic studies of excited baryons, in-40

vestigations of the influence of nuclear matter on41

propagating quarks, studies of polarized and un-42

polarized quark distributions, and a comprehen-43

sive measurement of generalized parton distribu-44

tions (GPDs).45

The cross sections for these processes are small,46

necessitating high-luminosity experiments. A47

variety of experiments rely on luminosities of48

1035 cm−2s−1 to achieve the desired statistical ac-49

curacy in runs of a few months duration. This is an50

order of magnitude increase compared to the previ-51

ous CLAS detector.52

The new kinematic range available to the53

CLAS12 experiment is characterized not only by54

smaller cross sections, but also by more outgo-55

ing particles per event, with those particles being56

emitted at larger momenta and smaller laboratory57

angles. A final state of a few high-momentum,58

forward-going particles (the electron as well as59

one or more mesons), combined with a moderate-60

momentum baryon emitted at large angles, is the61

typical event type that determines the specifica-62

tions of the tracking system.63

To cover as much of the hadronic center-of-mass64

region as possible, the CLAS12 Forward Tracker65

must provide tracking for charged particles emit-66

ted at polar angles from 5◦ to 40◦. This is com-67

plemented by the angular coverage of the central68

tracking system, which covers polar angles from 35◦69

to approximately 125◦.70

In addition to large acceptance, our experimen-71

tal program requires small systematic uncertainties.72

To measure our electroproduction cross sections to73

an accuracy of a few percent, we must know the74

scattered electron’s momentum to 1% and its angle75

to 1 mrad.76

We need even better momentum resolution on the77

scattered electron (with momentum up to 10 GeV)78

to be able to identify particles by missing mass, an79

important technique in exclusive reaction studies.80

We performed tracking simulations assuming per-81

fect knowledge of the drift chamber location (align-82

ment) and perfect knowledge of the magnetic field,83

and assuming that the hit resolution in each of the84

drift chamber layers was 250 µm. These calcula-85

tions are shown in Fig. 2, where we plot the esti-86

mated fractional momentum resolution (left axis)87

vs. momentum for different incoming angles (right88

axis) as a function of momentum.89

Figure 2: Estimated fractional momentum resolution
plotted vs. momentum for different track angles.

These simulations led to our goal of dp/p ≈ 0.3%90

for electrons emitted at small angles (7◦) and high91

momentum (10 GeV). This requires very good po-92

sition resolution per hit (on the order of 250 µm),93

very good positional alignment of the chambers94
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(≈50 µm), and very good knowledge of
∫
Bdl on95

the order of 0.2%. These goals drive our calibra-96

tion efforts; for more information see Section 8.97

Table 1 lists the physics goals for the main98

CLAS12 program and the resulting drift chamber99

design specifications that will allow us to achieve100

these goals.101

2.2. Drift Chamber Conceptual Design102

Because the previous CLAS drift chamber system103

operated successfully for 15 years, we re-used many104

of the design concepts and most of the utility in-105

frastructure, including parts of the gas mixing and106

handling system, the high voltage and low voltage107

systems, and many of the high voltage and signal108

cables. Refer to our article on the previous CLAS109

detector [2] and our article on the previous drift110

chambers themselves [3] for details.111

We kept the same chamber layout as in CLAS:112

the forward-tracking system consists of three re-113

gions divided into six sectors as shown in Fig. 1; lo-114

cated just before, inside, and just outside the torus115

field volume, named Regions 1, 2, and 3 (and re-116

ferred to as R1, R2, and R3), respectively. Each117

chamber has its wires arranged in two superlayers118

(SLs) of six layers each, with the wires in the two119

superlayers strung with ±6◦ stereo angles to each120

other. The cell structure is hexagonal, that is, each121

sense wire is surrounded by six field wires. This122

arrangement offers good resolution with very good123

pattern recognition properties.124

The major difference compared to the previous125

design is that the chambers are located further126

downstream from the target and thus the drift cells127

cover a smaller solid angle than those in the pre-128

vious CLAS chambers, allowing efficient tracking129

at higher luminosities because the accidental occu-130

pancy from particles not associated with the event131

is smaller.132

2.3. Design Features133

Table 2 lists the main design parameters for each134

region of the CLAS12 drift chambers. For the pur-135

poses of simulating track resolutions, we assumed136

that the position resolution of the individual drift137

cells would be 250 µm. The material budget for138

multiple scattering consists of about 0.02 radiation139

lengths before the R1 chambers due to an assumed140

5 cm LH2 target, the gas and low-mass mirrors in141

the Cherenkov counter, and the remainder of air.142

The total material in the R1, R2 and R3 chambers143

(each filled with a 90/10 mixture of argon/CO2)144

and the intervening air also amounts to ∼0.02 ra-145

diation lengths.146

Figure 3: Wire layout for one superlayer; the view is a
cut perpendicular to the wire direction.

2.3.1. Design Elements in Common with the Pre-147

vious CLAS Chambers148

The CLAS12 drift chambers share some design149

characteristics with the previous CLAS chambers:150

• Wire Layout151

– “brick-wall” wire layout resulting in indi-152

vidual hexagonally shaped drift cells in a153

plane perpendicular to the wire direction;154

– sense wire layers are grouped into two155

“superlayers” of 6 layers each;156

– the “endplates” on the two sides of the157

chamber are tilted at ∼60◦ with respect158

to each other.159

• Chamber Body Design160

– to maximize the active volume of the161

chamber, the “dead areas”, e.g. the end-162

plates and electronics boards, are kept as163

thin as possible;164

– because of the possibility of large eddy165

currents and resultant force on the end-166

plates in case of the quench of our torus167

magnet, we again use non-conducting168

Stesalit 4411W endplates for our R2169

chambers; (“Stesalit” is a trademark of170

STESALIT AG for a disordered epoxy-171

fiberglass composite product. See Ref. [3]172

on the previous CLAS drift chambers for173

more information.);174
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Goal Physics Spec./Goal∗ Design Specification
Measure Γv dθ < 1 mrad planar chambers
accurately sin θ dϕ <1 mrad ±6◦ stereo angle

dp/p < 1% identical cells (each superlayer)
Select exclusive reaction; ∗dp/p < 0.3% at 10 GeV 250 µm accuracy per cell
only one missing particle chamber alignment < 100 µm

Small Luminosity = 1035 cm−2s−1 six 6-layer superlayers
cross sections high efficiency > 95% layer efficiency

large acceptance δϕ = 50% at 5◦ thin endplates

Table 1: Physics goals and the resulting physics and drift chamber design specifications.

Region 1 Region 2 Region 3
Distance from target 2.3 m 3.5 m 4.9 m
Num. of superlayers 2 2 2
Layers/superlayer 6 6 6

Wires/layer 112 112 112
Cell radius (each SL) 0.78, 0.81 cm 1.14, 1.32 cm 1.87, 1.96 cm
Active time window 150 ns 325 - 1000 ns 750 ns

Table 2: Design parameters for the CLAS12 drift chambers.

• Gas Choice: 90:10 argon:CO2 mixture. We175

operate at a gas gain of about 5× 104.176

Figure 3 is a schematic of the cell layout for a sin-177

gle superlayer. The wires are arranged in a “brick178

wall” pattern with one layer of guard wires, two lay-179

ers of field wires, one layer of sense wires, another180

two layers of field wires, and so on, for a total of 2181

guard wire layers, 14 field wire layers and 6 sense182

wire layers. The result is an hexagonal cell layout183

with each sense wire surrounded by 6 field wires.184

2.3.2. Design Improvements Compared to the Pre-185

vious CLAS Chambers186

To improve the chambers’ performance we made187

some important changes to the design:188

• Mechanical Design189

– all chambers have the same, roughly equi-190

lateral triangular, shape;191

– the previous CLAS chambers were inter-192

connected to each other (R1) or connected193

directly to the torus (R2). In the present194

chambers all of the wire tension is borne195

by the endplates and thus they can be in-196

dependently mounted. The key to this197

improvement is the use of ultra-stiff end-198

plate assemblies that obtain their stiffness199

by a flanged design;200

– all chambers are independent and self-201

supporting, allowing easy maintenance202

and repair. The chambers are attached203

to the torus cryostat using 6 independent204

rods arranged in a “ball-and-socket” link-205

age system, enabling the chambers to be206

moved out to their maintenance position207

and back to the operating position by208

turning one precision turn-buckle assem-209

bly.210

• Cell Design and Wire Layout211

– For the previous CLAS detector, the ϕ212

resolution times sin θ was about two times213

larger than the θ resolution. To have more214

equal resolution in the two angles, we dou-215

bled our stereo angle from 0 and 6◦ to216

±6◦;217

– all chambers are planar, with the first su-218

perlayer (of 6 layers) tilted at a 6◦ stereo219

angle, and the second superlayer at a -6◦220

stereo angle;221

– all wires within one superlayer are paral-222

lel to each other, thus every cell in one223
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superlayer is identical, making it easier224

to model and fit the distance-to-time re-225

sponse.226

• Wire Choice227

– all chambers are strung with 30-µm228

gold-plated tungsten wire, considerably229

tougher and easier to handle than our pre-230

vious choice of 20-µm wire;231

– the choice of the cathode (“field”) wire232

is 80-µm gold-plated copper-beryllium,233

tougher and with better surface proper-234

ties than our previous choice of 140-µm235

gold-plated aluminum wire;236

– Our choice of guard wire is 140-µm diam-237

eter, gold-plated copper-beryllium. These238

wires were strong enough that we pre-239

tensioned the chambers using only the240

guard wires; a simplification in the pro-241

cess.242

Table 3 lists the advantages and disadvantages of243

the various design features.244

2.3.3. Wire Diameter245

One of the most significant design changes was246

the decision to use 30-µm diameter sense wire247

rather than the previously used 20-µm wire. This248

should make the chambers more resistant to wire249

breakage. The larger radius of the sense wires250

means that higher voltages will be required to251

achieve the same gas gain, see Section 7.3 for more252

details. Prototypes were built to study possible253

negative side-effects of the higher voltage opera-254

tion, such as leakage currents on the circuit boards255

and/or higher rates of cathode emission from the256

field wire surfaces. No such effects were seen. We257

discuss the wire choice in more detail in Section 3.258

3. Chamber Construction259

3.1. Construction Overview260

The three chamber types (called “regions”, with261

“Region 1” abbreviated as “R1”, etc.) share the262

same basic design elements simply scaled up in size263

by a factor of 1.5 for R2 relative to R1 and a factor264

of 2 between R3 and R1. Each chamber is a solid265

trapezoid in shape, with a pair of wire-supporting266

endplates that bear both the load of the wire ten-267

sions and the weight of all associated hardware. A268

representative chamber is shown in Fig. 4, with the269

component parts indicated. This particular draw-270

ing is of a R1 chamber, but all chambers have the271

same basic parts.272

Figure 4: Assembly of a typical drift chamber (here a
R1 sector) highlighting the common component parts
in all CLAS12 drift chambers.

The chamber bodies were constructed from accu-273

rately machined plates (2 endplates, a “noseplate”274

and a “backplate”). The endplates themselves were275

an assembly of a main plate with precision-drilled276

holes to which we bolted and glued stiffener bars.277

In the case of R1 the main plate was aluminum and278

the stiffener bars were stainless steel; for R2 the279

main plates were non-conducting Stesalit material280

and the bars stainless steel, and for R3 the main281

plates were themselves an assembly of two thin steel282

plates with a foam interior. No additional stiffener283

bars were used for R3.284

At the radially outward end of each chamber,285

a thick backplate was employed to maintain the286

relative alignment of the endplates, to stiffen the287

chamber against bending moments, and to provide288

a place to attach gas seals and fittings. At the radi-289

ally inward end of each chamber, the endplates were290

connected together via a small joining piece called291

the noseplate. The hardware fabrication and place-292

ment was of critical importance to the dimensional293

accuracy of the chambers.294

We used many of the same construction materi-295

als and procedures as we did in the previous CLAS296

chambers. See Ref. [3] for more details. For conve-297

nience, we repeat some of the descriptions in this298

article.299

3.2. Construction Materials300

To ensure a long working life for the chambers,301

care was taken to specify that all materials in con-302
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Design Feature Advantages Disadvantages
“All-wire design” Little cathode emission

Small Cells Robust track-finding Many wires to string
Hexagonal Cells Minimum number of wires Angle-dependence of time to distance

30 µm diameter sense wire Resistant to wire breakage Higher operating voltage
80 µm diameter field wire Lower total wire tension Higher fields on cathode wires

Opposite voltage Identical fields More HV
for sense and field for all layers channels required

Self-supporting design Easier maintenance 1 - 2 mm bowing of endplates

Table 3: Design features of the CLAS12 drift chambers.

tact with the gas volume were clean and “chamber303

safe” as defined in Ref. [4]. As previously, all con-304

struction was carried out in Class-10000 or better305

clean rooms.306

The drift-chamber bodies were made primarily of307

aluminum (R1), Stesalit (an epoxy-fiberglass com-308

posite) (R2), or steel-clad structural foam (R3). See309

Section 3.7 for more discussion of the properties of310

Stesalit. The aluminum and steel parts were man-311

ufactured with machine oils and, as before, were312

subsequently cleaned with Micro-laboratory deter-313

gent from the Cole-Parmer Instrument Company.314

The Stesalit endplates were machined without any315

lubricating oils. Immediately prior to chamber as-316

sembly all parts were cleaned with detergent, then317

rinsed with deionized water and alcohol. The vari-318

ous wire attachment parts, feedthroughs and crimp319

pins, were cleaned in an ultrasonic bath with de-320

tergent and then rinsed in a second ultrasonic bath321

with deionized water.322

It is important to avoid any outgassing into the323

chamber. As in the construction of the previous324

CLAS chambers, we used Shell Epon resin 826325

mixed with Versamid 140, and Scotchweld vari-326

eties 210 and 2216 for chamber assembly and glu-327

ing of the feedthroughs. These mixtures have been328

studied extensively and found not to outgas signif-329

icantly [5].330

As before, the on-chamber gas tubing is mainly331

stainless steel, with some nylon tubing used in the332

gas manifolds. Special care was taken during all333

steps of construction and testing to ensure that no334

oils or silicones contacted any of the chamber ma-335

terials.336

3.3. Chamber Body Construction337

The construction of the chamber bodies consisted338

of 3 main stages:339

• receipt, inspection, and cleaning of parts;340

• assembly of the main drilled plate and stiffener341

bars into a complete endplate, followed by in-342

sertion and gluing of the feedthroughs into the343

pre-drilled holes in the main plate;344

• overall assembly of the endplates, noseplates,345

and backplates to make a chamber “box”.346

3.3.1. Inspection and Cleaning347

After a visual inspection, we first cleaned the end-348

plates and structural frame using a low residue lab-349

oratory degreasing solution and water rinse. We350

then performed a final cleaning using an ultrasonic351

bath of a laboratory-grade detergent solution. Af-352

ter two hours we rinsed with deionized water and353

then sprayed with methanol to aid drying. We354

cleaned the feedthroughs and other small parts with355

a similar procedure. In addition, the injection-356

molded parts were specified to be free of silicon357

mold releases.358

3.3.2. Endplate and Chamber Body Assembly359

We assembled the endplates on a table in the360

cleanroom. The various parts, the pre-drilled main361

plate and the various stiffener bars, were pinned and362

glued into place. Once the endplate assembly was363

finished, we inserted and glued feedthroughs into364

each hole. We took special care to use the minimal365

amount of glue required to provide a solid gas seal366

in order to prevent glue contamination inside the367

detector.368

The feedthroughs are an assembly of a flared369

metal tube, a “trumpet”, fitted into an injection-370

molded plastic feedthrough. The metal trumpets371

were produced on a screw machine, and delivered372
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to the injection molding factory. As with the orig-373

inal CLAS chambers, we specified the use of “No-374

ryl” plastic reinforced with glass beads to make it375

stiffer. It is important to note that the surface con-376

ductivity of this glass-bead loaded composite is lit-377

tle affected by room humidities as high as 60%, in378

contrast to similar plastic strengthened with micro-379

scopic glass strands that performed poorly in high380

voltage stand-off tests in humid conditions.381

Because our chamber endplates are not parallel,382

but oriented at ≈ 60◦ with respect to each other,383

the wire position is determined by the concentricity384

of the feedthrough’s trumpet and its placement and385

not by the concentricity or inner radius of the crimp386

pin; see Figs. 5 and 6.387

This allowed us to design the crimp pin to max-388

imize the crimp reliability and ease of use by us-389

ing soft copper with a large enough inner diameter390

to be used for stringing all types of wire: sense,391

field, and guard. Using a thick-walled copper pin392

ensured a good crimp through a range of gap set-393

tings [6]. Having a single type of crimper required394

fewer re-calibrations; the soft copper made more se-395

cure crimps and the larger inner radius made string-396

ing easier.397

A schematic of the wire attachment schema is398

shown in Fig. 5. At this stage of endplate con-399

struction, the feedthroughs (part “2” in Fig. 5) were400

glued into place. Later, during the wire stringing401

phase, described in Section 3.5, the crimp pins (part402

“3”) were fit into the feedthrough and crimped to403

hold the wire.404

Figure 5: The collection of all parts used to physically
attach a wire end to a chamber endplate and to provide
an electrical connection to a chamber-mounted circuit
board.

Once the endplates were complete with405

feedthroughs in place, we assembled the chamber406

box from the endplates, noseplate, and backplate407

using a variety of special-purpose fixtures. With408

the box held in its final configuration, the parts409

were bolted and glued into place using the special410

glues mentioned in Section 3.2. We used precision411

pinning extensively to achieve high dimensional412

accuracy.413

3.4. Wire Choice414

Our “thin endplate” design required minimizing415

wire tensions and thus the diameter of the wire.416

The real key to reducing wire tension is to make417

the field wires (which are much larger than the sense418

wires) as thin as possible and to make them out of419

low-density metal.420

In general, designers have chosen very small di-421

ameter sense wires because they require lower op-422

erating voltages. The sense wire choice for all of423

our chambers, supplied by the Luma Sweden Com-424

pany, is 30-µm diameter gold-plated tungsten. The425

previous CLAS drift chambers used 20-µm diam-426

eter wire for the sense wires. We decided to use427

the thicker 30-µm wire because it is significantly428

tougher, making it easier to handle without acci-429

dental kinking and less likely to break. As before,430

tungsten was chosen because of its durability, and431

we specified gold-plating because it is chemically432

inert.433

We chose 80-µm gold-plated Cu-Be wire for our434

field wire and 140-µm gold-plated Cu-Be wire for435

our guard wires; both supplied by Little Falls Al-436

loys. Cu-Be wire is very tough, is easily plated, and437

resists “flaking” of the gold plating. As mentioned,438

minimizing the field wire diameter is important be-439

cause it means that they could be strung at lower440

tension than a thicker wire for the same gravita-441

tional sag. This minimizes the forces on the end-442

plates that we wanted to keep as thin as possible443

to maximize the solid-angle of the sensitive area of444

the chambers.445

The 80-µm diameter was chosen because it is446

the smallest diameter that will not initiate cath-447

ode emission at the surface. We designed for a gas448

gain of a few times 104; see Section 7.3.1 for further449

discussion of this. Under this condition, the electric450

field at the surface of the sense wires is ≈200 kV/cm451

and at the field wire surface is less than 50 kV/cm,452

preventing conditions that cause unwanted cathode453

emissions and a noisy chamber.454
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We note that our choice violated the “20 kV/cm455

rule”, the conventional wisdom that a surface field456

greater than 20 kV/cm on the cathode wire would457

lead to a noisy chamber. Our own studies showed458

that there was no cathode emission below 50 kV/cm459

from any wire with good surface finish [7] . Each460

batch of wire was evaluated with our test device [8]461

to ensure that at operating field values there was462

no emission.463

3.4.1. Wire Tensions464

A basic principle of our drift chamber design is465

that each drift cell is a perfect hexagon in cross466

section. We used this geometrical constraint to de-467

termine the hole placement in the endplates. This468

design procedure assumed that wires are straight469

lines. Of course, real wires sag across the wire470

span due to gravity. To keep our perfect hexag-471

onally shaped cells, we tensioned our three types of472

wires (sense, field, and guard) such that they sagged473

equally under their gravitational loads.474

Our 30 µm tungsten sense wires, 80-µm Cu-Be475

field wires, and 140 µm Cu-Be guard wires had lin-476

ear densities of 0.014, 0.042, and 0.129 g/m, re-477

spectively. To sag equally under gravity, they were478

strung at 20, 62, and 190 g of tension, respectively.479

In each chamber there were 12 rows of 112 sense480

wires, 28 rows of 112 field wires, and 4 rows of 112481

guard wires for a total wire tension of 306 kg. This482

caused some bowing of our thin endplates. This483

bowing and the sagging of the wires themselves are484

discussed in the Section 8.3.1 on geometrical distor-485

tions.486

3.5. Chamber Wire Stringing487

Because all of the chambers have the same shape,488

differing only in size and some materials, we strung489

them all using the same basic method. They were490

gravity-strung using a similar methodology to that491

used when stringing the previous CLAS drift cham-492

bers. The detector box assembly was first mounted493

to a stringing fixture using the same ball-and-socket494

linkage system that was later used to attach the495

chambers to the torus magnet.496

Under full wire tension, the endplates bow inward497

as much as 2 mm (see Section 8.3.1 for a discussion498

of this issue). Because of this bowing, it is necessary499

to pre-tension the chamber so that the endplates are500

bowed into their final state at the beginning of the501

stringing process.502

We pre-tensioned the chambers by over-503

tensioning the 140-µm guard wires such that the504

total wire tension load was equal to the final, fully505

strung load. The over-tensioning was done using506

an adjustable spring attached to each guard wire.507

We then strung the field wires, starting at one508

end of the chamber. After stringing a “column”509

of 14 field wires, we reduced the tension on the510

associated guard wire to its nominal value, and511

crimped that guard wire. In this way, the total512

wire tension on the endplate (and its bowing)513

remained approximately constant through the514

stringing process.515

We strung all chambers with the wires running516

vertically. The links were adjusted to place the517

feedthroughs in the upper plate vertically above the518

“partner” feedthroughs in the lower plate, which al-519

lowed gravity stringing.520

The stringing technique began at the top end-521

plate. The technician attached a small steel needle522

to the wire using a plastic tube with inner diame-523

ter only slightly larger than the radius of the nee-524

dle. By inserting both the wire and needle into the525

plastic tube, a friction joint was achieved. The wire526

with needle attached was then threaded through the527

feedthrough in the upper endplate. The wire was528

then despooled and gravity acted to bring the wire529

close to the feedthrough in the lower endplate. A530

small magnet was used to pull the needle and wire531

through the lower feedthrough. The upper wire was532

then cut from the spool and a crimp pin was at-533

tached, crimped, and seated into its feedthrough.534

After the wire was attached at the upper end, the535

lower crimp pin was slid over the wire and seated536

into its feedthrough. Then weights were attached537

to the wire to set the proper tension, and the lower538

crimp pin was crimped, completing the process.539

At the beginning of each shift, wires that had540

been strung on the previous day were tested in two541

ways:542

• a continuity test checked that the wire made543

a good electrical contact from one feedthrough544

to its partner on the other endplate;545

• a tension measurement was performed using an546

“oscillating wire” technique. A static magnetic547

field was established using large Helmholtz548

coils. A sine wave electric current was es-549

tablished on the wire being tested using a550

frequency-controlled AC power supply. The551

AC current could be varied in frequency. For552

a few-second interval, the Lorentz force on the553

wire caused it to vibrate and then during a few-554

second “voltage-off” period, the resulting in-555
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duced voltage was read out on an oscilloscope.556

In this way, we determined the resonant fre-557

quency of the wire.558

If this frequency agreed within limits with a559

pre-calculated table of nominal frequency, the wire560

passed the frequency test. The tension limit for the561

longest wires (length greater than 3 m) was ±15%,562

while for the shortest wires (30 cm) the tension lim-563

its were +50% and −25%. Wires that failed either564

test were removed and re-strung.565

Wires that wrapped around each other while be-566

ing threaded through the chamber were a major567

contribution to stringing inefficiency. To avoid the568

wrapping problem, a machine was built to spool the569

wire through the chambers quickly and smoothly.570

As mentioned earlier, another important develop-571

ment was the design of a crimp pin that accepted572

both the tungsten and copper-beryllium wire types.573

This eliminated the need to use separate crimping574

tools, each requiring frequent calibrations. As a re-575

sult, the average time to string a wire was less than576

4 minutes.577

After all wires were strung, a small amount of578

glue was applied to the glue well in the feedthrough579

to firmly fix the crimp pin in place. After this “pot-580

ting” operation was done, the chambers were taken581

off of the stringing fixture and placed on stands on582

the floor for final continuity checks.583

3.6. Region One Construction (Special Considera-584

tions)585

The R1 chambers were designed and constructed586

through a collaboration of Idaho State University587

and Jefferson Laboratory. These chambers are lo-588

cated about 2 m from the target, before particles589

enter the magnetic field of the torus, and are thus590

key to good angular resolution.591

As is seen from the generic assembly sketch of592

a chamber (see Fig. 1), the R1 chambers have a593

similar shape to the R2 and R3 chambers, differing594

in scale and in some material choices. Most no-595

tably, the endplates are constructed of aluminum596

with stainless steel stiffener bars.597

The main challenges in the R1 construction and598

design came about because of the small wire spac-599

ing (8 mm between the sense and field wires). This600

increased the electrostatic attraction of neighboring601

wires if they were not perfectly and symmetrically602

placed, and it also made the physical act of string-603

ing the wires more difficult.604

Wires with opposite voltage are electrostatically605

attracted. If perfectly placed in a symmetric array606

the forces would cancel each other. However, the607

sense wires might be slightly misplaced and so they608

would feel a force which, if the tension were below a609

critical value, would increase and pull them further610

out, further increasing the force, and so on until611

the wire begins to oscillate and then spark. For our612

electric field configuration this critical tension was613

about 3 g, substantially below our nominal tension614

of 20 g.615

Figure 6: Schematic cross-sectional view of the R2 end-
plate showing the wire-positioning hardware.

3.7. Region Two Construction (Special Considera-616

tions)617

The R2 chambers, which were designed and con-618

structed by Old Dominion University in collabora-619

tion with Jefferson Laboratory, are the middle of620

the three drift-chamber packages. They track all621

charged particles in the magnetic field of the torus622

near the point of maximum sagitta. The six identi-623

cal R2 sectors are approximately equilateral trian-624

gular boxes with 3 m sides. They are located at a625

radius of ≈3 m from the nominal target location.626

The R2 chambers were designed with ultra-thin627

endplates that were thin enough to be wholly within628

the “shadow” cast by the torus cryostat; in other629

words, any track that does not strike the torus cryo-630

stat will enter the active fiducial volume of the R2631

chambers. All chamber support hardware and elec-632

tronics had to fit entirely within this shadow region.633

Figure 6 shows a slice through a chamber endplate634
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(R2 in this case) showing some of the wire posi-635

tioning hardware and attachment of the electronics636

boards.637

The R2 chambers have to operate in a magnetic638

field up to 2 T, and the chambers have to with-639

stand any rapid changes in magnetic field, such as640

what might occur due to a magnet quench. The641

R2 endplates are constructed from 2-cm thick Ste-642

salit 4411W, a disordered epoxy-fiberglass compos-643

ite commonly used in wire-chamber construction644

[9], and known not to cause aging problems [10].645

Using a non-conducting material eliminates any646

possible forces on the endplate due to eddy currents647

produced during a magnetic-field quench.648

The Stesalit composite is not very stiff and, if not649

reinforced, would bend excessively under the load650

of wire tension. So, as in the case of the R1 cham-651

bers, the R2 endplates were a composite structure652

with stainless steel stiffeners. Figure 7 shows an653

assembly drawing of an R2 endplate.654

Figure 7: A R2 endplate assembly with its components
highlighted.

The use of a non-conducting endplate also allows655

the trumpets that position the wires to be essen-656

tially flush with the endplates, rather than having657

to insulate the trumpets from the conducting end-658

plates as in the other two Regions (see Fig. 6). This659

reduced the thickness of the inactive region by 1 to660

2 cm.661

3.8. Region Three Construction (Special Consider-662

ations)663

The R3 chambers were designed and constructed664

at Jefferson Laboratory. They have the same shape665

as the other chambers but are larger, 4 m on a666

side, so the wires are as long as 4 m. To reduce667

the gravitational sag of these very long wires we668

strung wires with lengths between 0.6 and 0.8 of669

the maximum length at 30 g and the longest wires670

with lengths greater than 0.8 of maximum at 40 g,671

twice the nominal tension of 20 g.672

Figure 8: Assembly drawing of a R3 chamber showing
the component parts and highlighting the carbon-fiber
tubes at the entrance face and the carbon-foam com-
posite plate at the exit, which supported the endplates
against the wire tension.

Because these are the last of the tracking cham-673

bers, multiple scattering at the chamber entrance is674

less important than multiple scattering that occurs675

at a R1 or a R2 chamber. This allowed us to build a676

chamber in which the endplates were not supported677

only on their ends. See Fig. 8 for a depiction of the678

R3 box assembly.679

At the entrance face we included 7 thin-walled680

carbon fiber tubes to span the gap and hold the681

endplates apart. At the exit face the endplates682

were coupled to a triangular carbon-foam-carbon683

composite plate that similarly supported the wire684

tension.685

4. Drift Chamber Electronics686

In this section we describe the drift chamber elec-687

tronics: the on-chamber signal distribution and am-688

plification boards, which we named Signal Transla-689

tor Boards (STBs), the on-chamber High Voltage690

Translator Boards (HVTBs), and the off-chamber691

Drift Chamber Readout Boards (DCRBs).692

On one endplate of each chamber is a set of693

HVTBs that distribute RC-filtered high voltage to694

the wires. Because there are three types of wire,695

(sense, field, and guard), we supply three different696

voltages to each HVTB board.697

On the other side of the chamber are the STBs698

that support an individual Single Inline Package699
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(SIP) transimpedance preamplifier that is capaci-700

tively coupled to each sense wire since the sense701

wires are at high voltage. This preamplifier takes702

the small current pulse (as small as a few µA)703

and translates it into a voltage pulse with a tran-704

simpedance of 2 mV/µA. The signals (typically 10s705

to 100s of mV and 10s to 100s of ns duration) are706

transmitted down (17-pair) twisted-pair cables to707

our downstream DCRBs, which further amplify and708

discriminate the voltage pulses and then convert the709

leading edge to a digital time signal.710

The drift chamber signal amplification and read-711

out system thus consists of the following:712

• chamber-mounted printed circuit boards with713

an amplifier for each signal wire; these are the714

STBs (one type for each superlayer);715

• chamber-mounted printed circuit boards that716

distribute high voltage to all of the wires; these717

are the HVTBs (one type for each superlayer);718

• a single 17-pair twisted-pair readout cable for719

each group of 16 SIPs;720

• a 96-channel DCRB for each group of 6 cables721

(96 signal wires).722

Table 4 gives a channel count for our chamber-723

mounted electronics components.724

Component Number
STB boards (6 types) 252 total
HVTB boards (6 types) 252 total

low voltage cables 252 total
high voltage cables 252 total

signal cables (17-pair) 1512
total signals 24192

Table 4: Electronic channel counts for the readout, high
voltage, and low voltage systems for the drift chambers.

4.1. STB and HVTB: Installation and Use725

The high voltage side of each chamber was tiled726

with 14 HVTB multi-layered printed circuit boards.727

These boards were designed to distribute three sep-728

arate voltages to the sense, field, and guard wires,729

respectively. See Section 7.3 for a description of730

how we determined the operating values of the high731

voltage.732

The board layout is shown in Fig. 9. Each733

high voltage cable is connected to a low-pass fil-734

ter (with R=1 MΩ and C=1 pF) to eliminate any735

high-frequency noise from the supplies. The fil-736

tered power is then passed to the 4-layer printed737

circuit portion for distribution to the sense, field,738

and guard wires. To limit any potential high volt-739

age breakdown, there is a 1 MΩ resistor for each740

sense wire.741

Figure 9: Board layout drawing for the High Voltage
Translator Boards.

The signal side of each chamber was tiled with 14742

STB multi-layered printed circuit boards. These743

boards were built in a 96-channel format that re-744

quires seven circuit boards for each superlayer (672745

signals). The boards capacitively decouple high746

voltage from the signals, and then route the signals747

to the SIP transimpedance preamplifiers mounted748

on the boards. The amplified differential signals749

are then sent via 20-m long twisted-pair lines to750

the main CLAS12 readout electronics.751

Figure 10 shows the layout of an STB board,752

including the trace routings from the capacitively753

coupled wire signal to the SIP and the placement754

of the SIPs into groups of 16 with the SIP outputs755

being routed to the 16-pin signal connectors. Also756

shown are the low voltage power traces with indi-757

vidual negative voltage regulators for each group of758

16 preamplifiers. The negative voltage regulators759

were connected in isolation mode to provide +5 V760

DC regulated voltage to the group of 16 pream-761

plifiers. The board shown is from a R1 chamber,762

which had the tightest wire and trace density.763

The connections between the sense-wire crimp764

pins and the plated-through holes of the STB765

boards were made using short conductive-elastomer766
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Figure 10: Trace routing shown on one of the R1 Signal
Translator Boards.

tubes. This material consists of silver-plated767

and/or nickel-plated glass spheres embedded in a768

silicon-rubber matrix. These tubes pass through769

the plated-through holes and over the ends of the770

crimp pins, making the electrical contact between771

the wires and the circuit boards. A small plas-772

tic cap inserted into the end of the tube ensures773

good contact with the circuit board. This approach774

has the advantages of reducing the space needed775

for connections, preventing crimp pins from being776

pulled from the feedthroughs when disconnecting777

the boards from the wires, and reducing the cost778

compared to metal connectors. This detail is shown779

in Fig. 11.780

4.1.1. Single Inline Package Preamplifiers781

The heart of the STB board is an individually782

packaged Single Inline Package (SIP) preamplifier783

that was modified from the design of the previous784

CLAS detectors and included an epoxy resin en-785

capsulation. The encapsulation of the components786

prevents component corrosion in a somewhat humid787

environment (relative humidities as high as 60%).788

These “CP01” preamplifiers provide the gain, dy-789

namic range, rise time, low noise, and low power790

needed for the performance requirements. The791

Figure 11: An assembly drawing showing how the crimp
pin was inserted into the feedthrough and how the con-
ductive elastomer tube fits over the crimp pin and inside
the plated-through hole on the printed circuit board to
make the electrical connection. Also shown is the signal
path from the wire’s crimp pin to the preamplifier.

CP01 is a transimpedance amplifier with a gain of792

2 mV/µA and a rise-time of less than 10 ns. Each793

SIP operates at 5 V and draws about 13 mA. Fig-794

ure 12 shows the design and specifications of the795

CP01 preamplifier. See Ref. [11] for the original796

design of this SIP preamplifier.797

Figure 12: The CP01 preamplifier design and specifica-
tions.

Each group of 16 preamplifier output signals is798

routed to a 17-pair connector. Sixteen of the pairs799

are used as differential signal paths that are routed800

from the STBs to the DCRBs over individual cables801

consisting of 16 twisted pairs. We chose twisted-802
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pair readout because of its immunity to electronic803

noise. The cables are round-jacketed with a 0.025-804

in pitch so that the overall cable dimension is805

smaller than the standard 17-pair cable.806

4.2. Off-Chamber Amplification, Time Digitiza-807

tion, and Readout808

Our on-chamber preamplifiers send signals to the809

DCRBs, which provide another level of amplifi-810

cation, signal discrimination, adjustable threshold811

setting, time digitization, and readout.812

4.2.1. Drift Chamber Readout Boards813

The DCRB is a 96-channel board that is a com-814

bination post-amplifier, discriminator, and time-to-815

digital converter (TDC); it also has a trigger output816

path to provide track segment information for an817

online tracking trigger. Fourteen such boards are818

housed in a proprietary 9U, 160-mm depth, VXS819

form factor crate. The whole system consists of820

18 such crates, one for each drift chamber. See821

Ref. [12] for more details.822

These DCRBs are based on FPGA technology,823

and in addition to their primary function of ampli-824

fication, discrimination, digitization, and readout,825

they are used in a simple “cluster-finding” algo-826

rithm to find track segment candidates with a la-827

tency of only hundreds of nanoseconds. For a more828

complete description of this please see our compan-829

ion article on the trigger, Ref. [13].830

To perform its time digitization task, the DCRB831

utilizes on-board synchronization to return the sig-832

nal time relative to an input time signal from a833

Trigger Distribution Crate. Its design and architec-834

ture allows it to achieve the following performance835

metrics:836

• DCRB Performance Metrics837

– Amplification: variable gain from ×10 to838

×30 eliminates saturation839

– Time Digitization: accuracy better than840

1 ns; exceeds DC specifications841

– Whole Crate Time Synchronization:842

through backplane, eliminates cables843

– Event Buffer Size: 500,000 signals844

– VME Transfer Rate: 200 MB/s845

– Maximum Trigger Rate: greater than846

1 MHz847

– Dead-time: 32 ns848

– Scaler: 1 32-bit scaler per channel849

– Track Segment Finding: employs850

segment-hit dictionary in 32 ns bins851

– Track Segment Reporting: reports found852

segments to the next-level Track Finder853

In addition to its primary functions of time dig-854

itization of DC signals and online track finding,855

the internal scaler functions allow the DCRB to be856

used in a stand-alone manner to efficiently moni-857

tor chamber operation during commissioning and858

testing.859

4.3. Grounding Scheme860

We use a single point grounding scheme, where861

the single point “ground” or zero reference is the862

CAEN high voltage power supply crates. Two re-863

turn (ground) wires are used on every high voltage864

module output, and these ground wires are carried865

through to the HVTBs, which are grounded to the866

drift chamber endplates. The drift chambers them-867

selves are insulated from the torus magnet through868

use of an insulating portion of the link mounting869

system. The off-chamber DCRBs are likewise not870

grounded to the chambers through the use of non-871

grounded twisted-pair signal cables. The low volt-872

age power supplies were floating, supplying a plus873

and minus line to the +5 V DC regulators on the874

STBs.875

5. Drift Chamber Utilities: Gas, Low Volt-876

age, and High Voltage Systems877

5.1. Gas System: Mixing, Monitoring, and Pres-878

sure Control879

The chambers operate on a gas mixture consist-880

ing of 90% argon and 10% CO2. Using precision881

mass flow controllers (MFCs), the gas is mixed and882

temporarily stored in large-volume buffer tanks.883

From these tanks it is delivered to experimental884

Hall B.885

Argon is supplied via boil-off from a large, per-886

manent dewar and CO2 is supplied via boil-off887

from several standard industry high-pressure de-888

wars. Two identical mixing systems are used to889

mix the gas to 90% argon and 10% CO2 by mass890

using regulators and MKS G250 MFCs. The mixed891

gas is then stored at 100 psig in four large-volume892

ASME pressure vessels, also called buffer tanks.893

This large volume smooths out any minor fluctu-894

ations in the argon/CO2 ratio. To control the gas895
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ratio, the thermal conductivity of the gas ratio is896

continually measured using Panametrics Thermal897

Conductivity Units (TCUs) and then matched to898

the thermal conductivity of a mixed gas calibra-899

tion standard. Individual MFC flows are adjusted900

as needed if the gas mixture ratio changes. The901

mixed gas is supplied to the hall via two similar gas902

delivery systems, one for R3 and one for the com-903

bined flow through R1 and R2. We flow gas into the904

chambers at a rate of ∼2 - 3 volume exchanges per905

day; amounting to 36 l/min for the R3 chambers,906

18 l/min for the R2 chambers, and 7 l/min for the907

R1 chambers.908

MFCs and pressure regulators set the gas flow909

and pressure from the buffer tanks to the supply910

manifolds in the hall. In the hall, flow control for911

each individual sector is set using rotameters lo-912

cated at the supply manifolds. The gas flows into913

each detector at the nose and exits out of the back-914

plate and into the exhaust manifolds. Since the gas915

volumes of R1 + R2 are about half the gas volume916

of R3, the R1 and R2 exhaust through one man-917

ifold and R3 exhausts through its own manifold.918

The exhaust manifolds are connected to pressure919

relief systems.920

The drift chambers use thin, aluminized My-921

lar windows with a large surface area. Any over-922

pressure event could cause the windows to burst.923

Likewise, an under-pressure event could cause dam-924

age to the wires inside. Due to the potential of925

catastrophic damage to the detectors in the case of926

an over-pressure or under-pressure event, passive927

relief systems (bubblers) are installed on each ex-928

haust manifold. In an over-pressure situation (i.e.929

high differential pressure between the exhaust man-930

ifold and atmosphere), the gas in the detector is931

vented out until the differential pressure falls to932

a safe level. In an under-pressure situation (i.e.933

low differential pressure between the exhaust man-934

ifold and atmosphere), air is sucked into the ex-935

haust manifold until the differential pressure in-936

creases to a safe level. Each of these high-flow differ-937

ential pressure relief systems consist of 3 parts: an938

oil-filled over-pressure bubbler, an oil-filled under-939

pressure bubbler, and an empty oil trap, all filled940

with high-purity mineral oil. The oil trap is con-941

nected to the exhaust manifold, while the over- and942

under-pressure bubblers are connected directly to943

the oil trap. This prevents contaminating the ex-944

haust manifolds with oil. Additionally, each of the945

3 parts contain baffles to remove oil droplets from946

the gas passing through the unit.947

Figure 13 shows a schematic of the gas deliv-948

ery system and a snapshot of the control panel for949

monitoring the state of the system. The figure il-950

lustrates a typical running condition where water951

infiltration is less than a hundred ppm and oxygen952

infiltration less than a few hundred ppm. These953

levels should negligibly affect signal size; for exam-954

ple, see Ref. [14] for a discussion of the effects of955

Oxygen contamination.956

5.2. Low Voltage System957

We reused the CLAS low voltage power supplies;958

see Ref. [3] for details. The supplies are remotely959

programmable and monitored. The on-chamber960

preamplifiers require 6 V and 18 A per chamber to961

the STB regulators, (a total of 1344 preamps per962

chamber).963

We isolated the low voltage from ground loops964

by using local voltage regulators on the preampli-965

fier interface boards (STBs). The segmentation of966

the low voltage distribution cables is based on 32967

preamplifier channels per supply cable. Each of the968

supply cables is fused for over-current protection969

based on the average current draw of 32 preampli-970

fiers.971

We designed our low voltage system (supplies,972

fusing, cables, and control system) to be as robust973

and maintenance-free as possible. To minimize the974

damage to the tracking system in the event of a975

failure such as a shorted preamplifier, we built in976

fine segmentation with only 32 preamplifier chan-977

nels per supply cable. In the event of a short circuit978

that causes a fuse to blow, a simple, external cable979

disconnect will reduce the size of the affected area980

to 16 signal wires without the need to access the981

chambers.982

Figure 14 shows a schematic of the low voltage983

supply system and a snapshot of the control panel984

for monitoring the state of the system.985

5.3. High Voltage System986

As in the case of the low voltage system, we de-987

signed our high voltage system (supplies, distribu-988

tion boxes, cables, and control system) to be as989

robust and as maintenance-free as possible. We990

reused our CAEN system 527 high voltage supplies991

with somewhat finer segmentation than our previ-992

ous system, consistent with our total channel count993

dropping from 34000 to about 24000. To minimize994

the damage to the tracking system in the event of a995

failure such as a broken wire, we built in very fine996
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Figure 13: A schematic of the drift chamber gas system showing key control and monitoring points.

Figure 14: A schematic of the low voltage control and
monitoring scheme.

segmentation. Each individual high voltage chan-997

nel powers a variable-sized group of wires: a 48-wire998

group for wires in the small-angle region, a 96-wire999

group in the middle-angle region, and a 192-wire1000

group at large angles.1001

In the event of a failure (e.g. a broken wire) that1002

results in a trip of a single HV channel, we can1003

further reduce the size of the affected area from1004

the whole group (48, 96, or 192 wires) to a smaller1005

grouping of 48 wires by an external cable disconnect1006

without the need to physically access the chambers1007

themselves.1008

The high voltage supply and distribution system1009

consists of the following:1010

• a crate-based high voltage power supply with1011

36 independent high voltage channels for each1012

drift chamber (1344 signal wires each). Of1013

these 36 channels, 16 supply positive high volt-1014

age to the sense wires, 16 supply negative volt-1015

age to the field wires, and 4 supply positive1016

voltage to the guard wires;1017

• a series of two distribution boxes that dis-1018

tribute the high voltage from the supply chan-1019

nels to variable-sized groups of wires, with1020

the group size being 48 wires (for small angle1021

wires) to 96 (intermediate angles) to 192 (large1022

angles);1023

• on-chamber printed circuit boards that dis-1024

tribute high voltage to all of the wires; these1025

are the HVTBs.1026
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Figure 15 is a schematic of the high voltage sup-1027

ply system and a snapshot of the control panel for1028

monitoring the state of the system. There are 6481029

individual remote-controlled high voltage channels1030

shown. In this particular snapshot, two channels1031

are colored red (or darker) to indicate a high volt-1032

age trip for the sense and field wires for Sector 2,1033

R2, superlayer 1, wires 32-48. The fact that the1034

adjacent sense and field wire channels both tripped1035

indicates that there was an over-current condition1036

for this group of wires with current probably flow-1037

ing from field to sense wire; i.e. likely over-current1038

in the chamber itself. This happens occasionally1039

when the beam is mis-steered, causing higher than1040

normal background radiation.1041

Figure 15: A schematic of the high voltage control and
monitoring scheme, showing the 648 remotely controlled
channels. The red (darker) cells in R2 Sector 2 indicate
a high voltage trip.

6. Pre-Commissioning and Installation1042

In this section we describe the procedures that1043

took place after chamber stringing was complete in1044

order to get the chambers ready for installation and1045

to install them in Hall B.1046

6.1. Electronics Installation and Turn-on1047

After the chambers were strung and went through1048

a mechanical quality check to insure that all wires1049

were intact and properly tensioned, we installed the1050

on-chamber electronics boards, using the following1051

procedures:1052

1. “daisy-chained” the field wire crimp pins so1053

that a single high voltage cable could power1054

two rows of field wires (32 wires);1055

2. physically positioned the boards so that their1056

plated-through holes aligned directly above the1057

sense wire crimp pins, and attached the boards1058

to the chamber with screws;1059

3. electrically connected each sense wire crimp1060

pin to each plated-through hole using a con-1061

ductive elastomer tube that fit over the crimp1062

pin and also contacted the plated-through hole1063

on its outer radius.1064

A sketch of the process of attaching the circuit1065

boards to the chambers is shown in Fig. 16.1066

Figure 16: A sketch showing an on-chamber STB board
being mounted.

Now the chamber was ready for “burn-in” and1067

“pre-testing”.1068

6.2. Burn-in and Pre-testing1069

When drift chambers are first turned on, they1070

typically draw fairly high “dark” currents, even at1071

low voltages. The standard procedure is to slowly1072

raise the high voltage, wait for a certain time pe-1073

riod during which the current subsides and raise1074

the voltage again, and so on. For our chambers,1075

the typical time period was an hour and the typ-1076

ical voltage step was 75 V. For comparison, 100 -1077

120 V is approximately the “doubling voltage” of1078

our chambers (the voltage step that increases the1079

gain by a factor of two). The total time of “burn-in”1080

for each chamber varied from one to three days. Vi-1081

sual observation of good signals on an oscilloscope1082

completed the pre-testing.1083

6.3. Installation and Survey1084

The chambers are attached by ball-and-socket1085

joints to rods that are attached on the other end by1086
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ball-and-socket to the toroidal magnet frame. After1087

the initial installation, the chambers were moved1088

to an approximate working location. Then, with1089

the survey crew’s information, the chamber loca-1090

tion was fine tuned by lengthening or shortening the1091

rods with fine-pitch screw adjustments. In this way1092

the final chamber positioning was performed with1093

sub-millimeter accuracies as determined by the sur-1094

vey group’s laser positioning system.1095

The installation of 18 chambers took months1096

to accomplish and the survey crew’s work was1097

hindered at times by obscured views of some of1098

the fiducial marks on the chambers. We checked1099

and updated the survey information with a later1100

“straight-track” zero-field alignment run and anal-1101

ysis procedure (see Section 8.3 for details of the1102

alignment). Although most of the alignment num-1103

bers were verified to sub-millimeter accuracy, there1104

were a few parameters that were off by as much as1105

2 mm.1106

Of particular note regarding the “rod and ball-1107

and-socket” mounting scheme:1108

• by design, changing the length of any or all of1109

the six links will move the chamber in position1110

and/or angle but will not apply stress to the1111

chamber;1112

• once installed and surveyed, the chamber can1113

be moved out to maintenance position by1114

changing only one of the link lengths;1115

• this “one link” motion is reproducible to sub-1116

millimeter accuracy, reducing the time and1117

manpower required for maintenance and re-1118

pair. In a matter of 8 hours, a chamber can1119

be moved to “maintenance position”, repaired,1120

and moved back to installation position with-1121

out the need for a re-survey. Figure 17 shows1122

a single chamber in its maintenance position.1123

7. Chamber Operation and Performance1124

Monitoring1125

7.1. Choice of Gas1126

The main requirements for the chamber gas were1127

that it have reasonably low multiple scattering, al-1128

low for reasonable gas gains, have high drift veloci-1129

ties in order to reduce the random background ex-1130

pected from Møller electrons and target-generated1131

X-rays, and be inexpensive because of the large1132

Figure 17: A view of the drift chambers mounted onto
the torus magnet, with one R1 chamber moved out to
its maintenance position.

volume of the chambers. Also, safety considera-1133

tions motivate the use of a non-flammable gas mix-1134

ture. Additional concerns about small gas leaks1135

and the proximity of many photomultiplier tubes1136

argued against helium mixtures. Ultimately, a 90%1137

argon - 10% CO2 mixture was employed for several1138

reasons: the gas has a fairly high saturated drift ve-1139

locity (>5 cm/µs), and it has an operating voltage1140

plateau of several hundred volts before breakdown1141

occurs. The 90%/10% mixture provides good ef-1142

ficiency and resolution, and reasonable collection1143

times.1144

7.2. Selecting the Proper Operating Voltage1145

In this section we discuss our operating voltages1146

and how they were determined. First, we discuss1147

how we divided the total voltage between our sense,1148

field, and guard wires in order to mimic a cell layout1149

with an infinite number of layers, achieving a situa-1150

tion in which all wires, regardless of layer, have the1151

same gain. Then we discuss our choice of the total1152

sense to field wire difference in voltage, including1153

the resulting gas gain and efficiency.1154

7.2.1. Dividing the Total Voltage Between Sense,1155

Field, and Guard Wires1156

We ran our chambers with a mixed voltage1157

scheme: positive high voltage on the sense wires,1158

negative voltage on the field wires, and positive1159

voltage on the guard wires. This mixed-voltage1160

scheme has several advantages over a scheme in1161
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which the field wires, for example, are held at1162

ground potential:1163

• fewer field lines run from the sense wire to the1164

endplate, which is grounded. This reduces the1165

likelihood of producing a “Malter effect” [15]1166

in which an accidental source of cathode emis-1167

sion (due to an insulating contaminant on the1168

endplate, for example) causes a self-sustaining1169

discharge;1170

• the sense-to-ground potential and the field-to-1171

ground potentials are smaller, decreasing sur-1172

face electric fields on the on-chamber circuit1173

boards.1174

In addition, by selecting the values of the sense,1175

field, and guard wire voltages such that the net1176

charge on all wires is zero, we create potential dis-1177

tributions that mimic an infinite grid of cells, where1178

the gain on any wire is the same as any other, re-1179

gardless of whether it is the first, last, or middle1180

layer.1181

This optimum condition is reached when the1182

sense voltage is twice the field voltage (and oppo-1183

site polarity). This is because we have twice as1184

many field wires as sense wires and all field lines1185

that originate on a field wire land on a sense wire.1186

The guard wire voltage was then chosen so that1187

the total charge on all wires is zero. If we have1188

a nearby ground plane due to the metallized gas1189

window, in general there will be an induced surface1190

charge on the window that will affect the surface1191

charge on the wires and thus the gain of the nearby1192

wire layers. However, if the net charge on all wires1193

is zero, then there is no net flux of electric field1194

through the gas bag and thus the net charge on the1195

gas bag is zero. In this way all of the wires have1196

the same gain, regardless of layer. See Ref. [16] for1197

a discussion of these issues.1198

We used the drift chamber design program1199

GARFIELD [17] to determine the voltages neces-1200

sary to achieve the condition of net charge equal to1201

zero. The resulting ratio of voltages from sense to1202

field to guard wires is 1 : -1/2 : 5/14.1203

7.3. Determining the Operating Values of the Dis-1204

criminator Thresholds and High Voltage Set-1205

tings1206

We set the discriminator levels in the DCRBs1207

to reduce the accidental hit occupancy (with no1208

beam) due to electronic noise to be less than about1209

1%. Since the electronic noise was generally propor-1210

tional to wire length, we had less electronic noise on1211

the smaller R1 chambers. Using this criterion, we1212

set the thresholds to 30, 45, and 45 mV, respec-1213

tively, for R1, R2, and R3. Once we set the dis-1214

criminator thresholds, we performed a high voltage1215

efficiency scan.1216

We determined the layer efficiency using the “ex-1217

cluded layer” method. In one superlayer (of six1218

layers) we found track segments by our usual fitting1219

method, but ignored the data from a pre-selected1220

layer. We then projected the track segment through1221

that layer and determined whether or not the indi-1222

cated wire (or an adjacent one) had a good hit. We1223

raised the sense to field wire potential in steps of1224

75 V and analyzed the data. We set the operating1225

value for the high voltage at the point at which the1226

layer efficiency (the probability that a track passing1227

through a layer will fire at least one wire) equaled1228

or exceeded 97%.1229

7.3.1. Operating Voltage and Gas Gain1230

The gas gain varies exponentially with the total1231

sense to field wire voltage difference, with a dou-1232

bling voltage of about 100, 110, or 120 V, respec-1233

tively, for R1, R2, and R3. During our fall 2018 run,1234

we ran with sense - field wire voltage differences of1235

2100, 2325, and 2475 V, respectively, for R1, R2,1236

and R3. We calculate that our total gas gain is1237

approximately 2.7 × 104, 3.7 × 104, and 4.4 × 104,1238

respectively, for R1, R2, and R3.1239

7.4. In-Run Performance Monitoring1240

The CLAS12 detector records 10,000 -1241

20,000 events/s during a typical experiment.1242

It is important that the experimenters who are1243

overseeing the data-taking be quickly aware of any1244

equipment malfunctions.1245

Our first level of monitoring comes from our hard-1246

ware alarms; see Section 5 to see images of the1247

control panels for our gas system and power sup-1248

plies. Should these malfunction, an alarm is in-1249

stantly shown on an alarm summary screen with1250

Graphical User Interface (GUI)-driven information1251

on the lower-lying hardware monitoring screens. An1252

experimenter is thus able to detect an alarm, and in1253

most cases, reset the alarming supply, within min-1254

utes.1255

Our second level of monitoring comes from online1256

accumulating histograms. Of these, the most im-1257

portant are our so-called “Occupancy Plots”, which1258
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are simply histograms of wire hits plotted vs. wire1259

number and wire layer (summed over six superlay-1260

ers in each sector). Malfunctions show up as de-1261

pleted areas on the plots.1262

Figure 18 shows a histogram of wire hits in a1263

grid of layer (1 - 36 on the vertical scale) vs. wire1264

number for each of the six sectors. A R1 chamber1265

contains layers 1 - 12, a R2 chamber layers 13 -1266

24, and a R3 chamber layers 25 - 36. The horizon-1267

tal axis shows the wire number in each layer (1 -1268

112). At a glance, one can inspect our 24,000 wires1269

and determine that >99% of wires are functioning1270

properly. A few areas of inefficiency are visible in1271

the upper middle graph, corresponding to two areas1272

in which the high voltage was disconnected to stop1273

excessive current draw.1274

Figure 18: An “occupancy plot” showing the number
of wire hits accumulated over many events for all six
sectors. A few malfunctioning wire groups can be seen
in the upper middle graph.

8. Drift Chamber Calibration Procedures1275

Forward-going (5◦ to 40◦) tracks are fit to wire1276

hit positions in each of the 36 wire planes. These1277

hit positions are not simply the wire location, but a1278

calculated position: a distance-of-closest approach1279

(DOCA) to the wire, derived from the hit wire’s1280

recorded TDC value.1281

Here we discuss our procedures to calibrate our1282

TDC to DOCA conversion tables, as well as spe-1283

cialized alignment procedures we undertook to most1284

accurately determine the wire positions themselves.1285

Finally, we close with a summary of our magnetic1286

field measuring and modeling procedures.1287

8.1. Time-to-Distance Calibration1288

The drift chamber Time-to-Digital Converters1289

(TDCs) measure time. These TDC units are part1290

of our overall DCRB boards and have an intrinsic1291

resolution of 1 ns or better, too small to be relevant1292

to our overall time-to-distance calibration.1293

First, the digitized time is corrected for a num-1294

ber of effects, and this corrected time is converted1295

to a DOCA, by a pre-calculated time-to-distance1296

function. In this subsection we explain the time1297

corrections, the function used to calculate time as1298

a function of DOCA, and how we calibrate the pa-1299

rameters of this function.1300

8.1.1. Time Corrections1301

The drift time is the elapsed time between the
time that the particle traversed the wire cell and the
time that the released gas ions (electrons) reached
the sense wire. The drift time is given by the fol-
lowing expression:

tdrift = ttdc−tstart−t0−tflight−tprop−twalk, (1)

where ttdc is the raw time measured by the TDC,1302

tstart is the event start time (the time at which the1303

triggering particle left the target), t0 is the fixed-1304

time (cable) delay for the wire, tflight is the flight1305

time of the particle from the interaction vertex to1306

the wire, tprop is the signal propagation time along1307

the wire, and twalk is a shift of the recorded hit1308

time to larger values that depends on the ion den-1309

sity of the track (velocity or β-dependent) and the1310

distance of the track to the wire. With a trigger1311

based on detecting an electron in the CLAS12 de-1312

tector, the event start time is given by the For-1313

ward Time-of-Flight system’s [18] counter time for1314

the scattered electron, corrected for the calculated1315

flight time of this electron from the beam-target1316

vertex.1317

As indicated in Eq. 1, the fixed-time delays for1318

each wire must be known in order to determine the1319

drift times. To determine this t0 value, we produced1320

a histogram of the following quantity for all hits1321

used on tracks: (ttdc−tstart−tflight−tprop−twalk).1322

This produced a characteristic plot of a drift cham-1323

ber signal on a flat background from out-of-time1324

tracks. A fit to the leading edge (a sigmoid with1325

linear extrapolation) returned the value of t0.1326
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8.1.2. Time-to-Distance Functional Parameteriza-1327

tion1328

After correcting the raw TDC, we needed to con-1329

vert the corrected time from the wire to an esti-1330

mated DOCA. Note, we refer to two variants of1331

DOCA: one is “TRKDOCA”, which is the fit value1332

of the track’s closest approach to the wire and the1333

other is “DOCA”, which is calculated from the mea-1334

sured time for the wire hit.1335

A best fit to a scatterplot of TRKDOCA vs. time1336

should define the time to distance function of the1337

drift cells. However, several factors complicate this1338

analysis. First, the TRKDOCAs obtained from the1339

fitted tracks are biased quantities since the initial1340

estimate of the drift-velocity function is used in the1341

track determination. Moreover, the drift cells are1342

not circular, as the analysis implicitly assumes, but1343

are hexagonal, leading to angle-dependent correc-1344

tions. Also, the R2 chambers are in a region of1345

high and spatially varying magnetic field. Finally,1346

the different ionization densities of the tracks from1347

particles with different velocities leads to substan-1348

tial time-walk corrections for tracks near the wire.1349

Each of these points is discussed in this section.1350

Figure 19 shows the isochrone contours and1351

electric-field lines for a representative R3 and R21352

cell. Note that the contours are circular close to the1353

wire but become hexagonal near the outer bound-1354

aries of the cell. This illustrates the necessity of1355

knowing the entry angle of the track in order to1356

determine the drift distance to the sense wire from1357

the measured drift time.1358

8.1.3. Distance-to-Time Function Parameteriza-1359

tion1360

In the CLAS detector, the drift distance was pa-1361

rameterized and fit as a function of drift time [19].1362

In contrast, for CLAS12, we have instead chosen1363

to parameterize the time as a function of distance.1364

This is a more natural description of the drift cham-1365

ber signal for several reasons:1366

• the maximum drift distance is given by geome-1367

try (the distance from a sense wire to the near-1368

est field wire) and so it is fixed;1369

• the drift velocity is a function of electric field1370

strength, so the point of minimum velocity is1371

located at the point of minimum field (and thus1372

the inflection point on the t vs. x curve). This1373

inflection point of the curve occurs at a definite1374

value of distance within the cell and not at a1375

definite value of time;1376

• the time walk due to finite ionization is nat-1377

urally parameterized as a function of distance1378

and not as a function of time;1379

• a time correction for wires in a magnetic field1380

(which scales like the square of the magnetic1381

field strength B2) can simply be added to the1382

nominal functional form.1383

This single functional form is used to fill two ta-1384

bles:1385

1. a table of time indexed by distance for use in1386

the simulation;1387

2. a table of distance indexed by time for use by1388

the track reconstruction code.1389

8.1.4. Choice of Mathematical Form for the1390

Distance-to-Time Function1391

We use a 4th order polynomial to model the dis-
tance to time relationship,

t(x) = ax+ bx2 + cx3 + dx4, (2)

where t is the time in ns and x is the distance in1392

cm. By the use of simple calculus we convert the1393

parameters a, b, c, and d to equivalent parameters1394

that have a physically intuitive meaning.1395

8.1.5. Physical Constraints on the Drift Velocity1396

Function1397

Inspection of Fig. 19 reveals that for tracks near1398

the outer edge of the cell, the first arriving ions1399

follow the electric-field line from the field wire to1400

the sense wire, independent of track entrance angle.1401

The corresponding drift time is referred to as Tmax1402

and occurs when TRKDOCA is at its maximum1403

value, called Dmax.1404

A second constraint is that the velocity near the1405

wire is the “saturated drift velocity” for our gas1406

mixture of 90% argon - 10% CO2. We call this1407

parameter V0.1408

A third constraint is imposed by the fact that1409

there is a definite point along a line from the sense1410

wire to a neighbor field wire at which the electric1411

field is a minimum. This implies that this is the1412

point of minimum velocity and is thus an inflection1413

point. This occurs at a value r = (x/Dmax) ≈ 0.641414

and the drift velocity at this point is termed Vmid.1415

In summary, the function coefficients are con-1416

strained as follows:1417

1. t(x) must equal Tmax when x = Dmax;1418
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Figure 19: Plot of electric-field lines and equal-time isochrone contours (100 ns interval) for a 90% argon - 10% CO2

gas mixture for (a) an R3 drift cell where two rays are drawn highlighting two different track entrance angles of α
= 0◦ and 30◦, and (b) an R2 cell that was assumed to be located within a uniform 1 T magnetic field pointing into
the page.

2. the drift velocity near the sense wire (x = 0)1419

must equal the saturated value, V0;1420

3. the function has an inflection point (a mini-1421

mum in velocity) at the point in the cell with1422

the lowest electric field strength. From the ge-1423

ometry of our cells, this occurs at a distance of1424

≈ 0.64 Dmax; and1425

4. the velocity equals Vmid at the inflection point.1426

In this way we convert our original parameters,1427

a, b, c, and d to the physically meaningful parame-1428

ters Tmax, V0, r, and Vmid, where r has the value1429

0.64 (the fractional distance at which the inflection1430

point occurs), which can in principle also be varied.1431

These secondary (physically meaningful) parame-1432

ters are the ones that are used by our distance-to-1433

time calibration program.1434

In particular, we can compare our results1435

for V0 (the drift velocity at high electric field1436

strength (≥1000 V/cm)) and Vmid (the drift veloc-1437

ity at the point of minimum electric field strength1438

(≈ 250 V/cm)) with published results [20]. This is1439

helpful in the early stages of calibration.1440

8.1.6. Dependence of Distance-to-Time Function1441

on Local Angle1442

The preceding was the derivation of the formula1443

for time as a function of drift distance for tracks1444

with a local angle α = 30◦ and for magnetic field1445

B=0. Tracks with local angle α less than 30◦ have1446

a maximum distance that is smaller than Dmax.1447

Figure 20 provides an illustration of the local-1448

angle dependence of distance vs. time. When the1449

time is equal to Tmax the distance is equal to the1450

largest value for the local angle, namely, Dmaxα.1451

Also note that by simple geometrical reasoning,1452

Dmaxα = Dmax · cos(30◦ − α). We assume that1453

at times less than Tmax and distances less than1454

Dmax, the calculated distances still vary linearly1455

as cos(30◦−α). This angle dependence is built into1456

our functional form.1457

Figure 19 shows a 0◦ track and a 30◦ track,1458

both at maximum distance from the sense wire.1459

They will produce a signal hit with the same time1460

Tmax even though their DOCA differs by a factor1461

of cos 30◦. If Dmax is the distance from sense to1462

field wire (and the maximum DOCA possible for a1463

30◦ track), then Dmax · cos(30◦ − α) is the max-1464

imum DOCA for a track with local angle α. Call1465

this distance Dmaxα. We derived the function for1466

time vs. distance for a particular local angle α by1467

assuming the same functional form as for α = 30◦1468

but with a different coefficient d, which satisfies the1469

constraint that F (Dmaxα, α) = Tmax.1470

Using this constraint, we can solve for dα in terms
of the coefficients a, b, c, and d, yielding the follow-
ing:

dα =
Tmax− a Dmaxα − b Dmax2

α − c Dmax3
α

Dmax4
α

.

(3)
Using this formula for dα we can derive the time1471
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as a function of distance and local angle α as shown1472

in Fig. 20. See, for instance, the upper-left sub-1473

figure, which shows the time as function of distance1474

for 5 different angles between 0◦ and 30◦, equally1475

spaced in cos(30◦ − α). Note two things:1476

1. for each angle α the time is Tmax at Dmaxα;1477

2. the distances for a given time vary with angle1478

α as cos(30◦ − α).1479

The general functional form for time as a function
of distance and local angle α is given by:

t(x, α) = ax+ bx3 + cx3 + dαx
4. (4)

8.1.7. Dependence of Distance-to-Time Function1480

on Magnetic Field Strength1481

Since the R2 chambers are located within the1482

field region of the CLAS12 torus, the magnetic1483

field affects the drift velocity as shown in Fig. 20b.1484

In particular, the field rotates and shrinks the1485

isochrones as shown in Fig. 19b. These effects can1486

be modeled by a modification to the effective en-1487

trance angle of the track and by an increase in the1488

time at a particular DOCA. Both of these correc-1489

tions are assumed to depend only on the magnitude1490

of the magnetic field, and not its direction, follow-1491

ing a study described in Ref. [21].1492

The rotation of the isochrones is parameterized
as a shift in the effective entrance angle as:

αb = α0 + cos−1(1− brotB), (5)

where α0 is the actual entrance angle, brot is a1493

parameter equal to 0.02◦/T, and B is the magnetic1494

field strength in Tesla.1495

The drift isochrones are not only rotated but are1496

shrunk by a non-zero magnetic field. The drift time1497

was parameterized as:1498

t(B) = t(0) + bmagB
2, (6)

where bmag is an adjustable parameter that is deter-1499

mined by calibration with a value of approximately1500

100 ns/T2 and B is the magnetic field strength in1501

Tesla. In this expression, the first term is the time1502

calculated assuming B=0, and the second term is1503

the time increase due to the B field. For the R11504

and R3 functions, no magnetic field dependence is1505

included, as the chambers are located outside the1506

torus cryostats in regions where field strengths are1507

less than 0.2 T. See Ref. [22] for a related parame-1508

terization of the change in the distance at a partic-1509

ular time due to a magnetic field.1510

8.2. Calibrating the Distance-to-Time Function1511

Parameters1512

Each hit on a track is characterized by two pa-1513

rameters, the measured drift time from the sense1514

wire and the distance-of-closest-approach (TRK-1515

DOCA) to the sense wire. A best fit to the depen-1516

dence of time on TRKDOCA determines the values1517

of the parameters of the drift-velocity function. We1518

determine the optimized values of these function1519

parameters by fitting a histogram of TRKDOCA1520

vs. time, storing the fit parameters in a database,1521

re-doing the track fitting, and iterating.1522

To illustrate our fits, in Fig. 21 we show a plot of1523

the data (time vs. TRKDOCA) and over-plotted is1524

the function (time vs. DOCA). The function does1525

a fair job of following the shape of the data.1526

8.2.1. Using the Distance-to-Time Function in Re-1527

construction1528

The track reconstruction program needs to know1529

the expected distance as a function of time. How-1530

ever, as explained in the previous section, we have1531

calibrated and fit the observed time as a function1532

of distance. So, we numerically invert the t = f(x)1533

function in order to fill a table of x (real number)1534

as a function of the time index (integer).1535

This means that we:1536

• Fill our time-to-distance tables for different lo-1537

cal angles using the function;1538

• Interpolate between time-to-distance tables for1539

different local angles to obtain the calculated1540

distance at a particular local angle;1541

• For R2, interpolate between different B-field1542

tables.1543

We interpolate between different local angle ta-
bles linearly in cos(30◦ − α). For example if “X0”
is the distance (at a particular time) for a table
filled for tracks with local angle of 0◦ and “X30” is
the corresponding quantity for a table of 30◦ tracks,
then

X(t, α) = X0+(X30−X0)
cos(30◦ − α)− cos(30◦)

cos(0◦)− cos(30◦)
.

(7)
We interpolate between different B-field tables lin-1544

early in B2.1545
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Figure 20: Scatterplot of the corrected drift time vs. TRKDOCA for (upper left) R1, showing curves for various local
angles from 30◦ (right-most curve) to 0◦ (left-most curve). (Upper right) for R2; additionally showing 3 bands for
B-field magnitudes of 0, 1, 1.5 T. (Lower left) for R3 with the inflection point identified.

Figure 21: A plot of time vs. TRKDOCA from our track
fits. Over-plotted in darker symbols is the calculated
distance (DOCA) vs. time.

8.3. Alignment Procedures and Corrections for Ge-1546

ometrical Distortions1547

Each of the 18 drift chambers was surveyed1548

with millimeter to sub-millimeter accuracy, but we1549

wanted an independent check of the chambers’ po-1550

sitions and we needed to know the absolute position1551

to about 0.05 mm in order to achieve momentum1552

resolutions on the order of 0.3%, which was a goal1553

beyond our initial specifications that we thought1554

achievable. For these reasons, the survey values for1555

the chamber geometry were viewed only as a rea-1556

sonable starting point to be refined by comparisons1557

with data.1558

To adjust the chamber geometry parameters we1559

analyzed “straight-track” data taken with both1560

magnets (torus and solenoid) turned off. Tracks1561

were found and fitted with our standard track re-1562

construction [23] package. For various bins in the1563

angle of the track, we measured the shifts of the1564

track residual means as a function of layer number.1565

Before correcting for misalignment in software, the1566

data showed significant displacements of the means1567

from zero, as large as 2 mm; see Fig. 22.1568
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To analyze the data we used the concept of sim-1569

ulating trial residual distributions by deliberately1570

misaligning the chambers. On a first pass through1571

the data we used misalignment parameters (shifts1572

and rotations of individual chambers) set to zero.1573

On subsequent passes, we deliberately misaligned1574

a particular chamber by a particular offset in posi-1575

tion or angle and produced a second set of plots of1576

residual mean vs. layer. We ran 18 passes through1577

the data, adjusting all combinations of Region (1,1578

2, 3) and of offset type δx, δy, δz, θx, θy, θz, one at1579

a time. The offsets in x, y, and z were 2 mm, and1580

the angular rotations were 0.2◦. These 2 mm shifts1581

and 0.2◦ rotations were called “unit distortions”.1582

We subtracted the pass 1 (nominal) residual dis-1583

tribution from a pass “i” distribution to give a1584

“change of residual” distribution caused by a given1585

“unit distortion”. We then fit the observed residual1586

distribution from the data to a weighted sum of the1587

18 “change of residual” distributions. In principle,1588

we could have had 18 free parameters, but in prac-1589

tice we had 12 free parameters: δx, δy, δz, and θy1590

for each of the 3 chambers: R1, R2, and R3, where1591

θy is a tilt of a chamber. We did not vary the yaw1592

(θx) and roll (θz) degrees of freedom.1593

Figure 22 plots the mean of the residuals of a1594

straight-line fit to the tracks vs. layer (1 - 36 layers1595

of the chambers) for all six sectors. The misalign-1596

ment is plainly visible as a noticeable shift of the1597

residual means from zero. The bulk of the offsets1598

occurs in shifts of groups of 12 layers, which cor-1599

responds to one physical chamber (a R1 chamber1600

has layers 1-12, R2 from 13-24, and R3 from 25-1601

36). The RMS deviations of the means from zero1602

average to about 50 µm.1603

Because our “unit distortions” are not orthogonal1604

functions, we needed to do a simultaneous fit over1605

four angular ranges because two “unit distortions”,1606

which are highly correlated in one angular range,1607

were usually not in other ranges.1608

The alignment procedure described so far consid-1609

ered only the relative alignment of the three drift1610

chambers in any particular sector to each other.1611

Our only inter-sector constraint was that all sec-1612

tors, after alignment, should point to a common1613

target vertex. In addition to minimizing the resid-1614

uals from our 36 drift chamber layers, we also in-1615

clude a 37th term in the sum of squared residuals:1616

the distance of closest approach to the beam-target1617

vertex. This requirement, that all tracks, regardless1618

of sector, should point to a common beam-target1619

vertex, allowed us to align the chambers sector to1620

sector.1621

The results of this procedure indicated that the1622

best-fit position of the chambers along the three1623

coordinate axes varied by up to several millime-1624

ters relative to the surveyed positions. Our best1625

estimate of the final average offset of the chambers1626

after alignment was approximately 65 µm.1627

8.3.1. Geometrical Distortions1628

The drift chamber internal geometry (placement1629

of wires, etc.) was checked by detailed surveys of1630

the endplate, and of the endplate positions with re-1631

spect to the survey holes located on the noseplate1632

and backplate during construction of the full cham-1633

ber assembly and before stringing. As discussed1634

in the previous section, we surveyed the chambers1635

into place on the torus and also applied a “straight-1636

track” analysis to fine-tune our knowledge of each1637

chamber’s geometrical location and orientation.1638

In addition to these alignment procedures, which1639

treat each chamber as a rigid, fixed geometrical1640

shape, we also measured and corrected two impor-1641

tant chamber distortions: wire sagging due to grav-1642

ity and bowing inward of the endplates in response1643

to the collective wire tension.1644

The wire sag can be a large as 1 mm for our 4 m1645

long wires. For this small sag, it is sufficient to1646

describe the shape of the sag as a parabola with1647

maximum deviation from a straight line occurring1648

at the midplane of the chamber. This correction1649

to the hit position can be applied at “event time”1650

when the hit position along the wire has been de-1651

termined.1652

The second type of geometrical distortion is due1653

to the bowing of the endplates. Because we wished1654

to keep the endplates as thin as possible and be-1655

cause we did not wish to obstruct the active area of1656

the chamber volume with material, the entire ten-1657

sion load was borne by the endplates, which had a1658

simple support at the small noseplate and a fixed1659

support at the backplate.1660

We did extensive engineering analysis and also1661

post-stringing surveys to determine the size and1662

pattern of this bowing. Because our endplate planes1663

are not perpendicular to the wires, when they bow1664

they move the wire endpoints radially outward and1665

along the wire direction. The amount varies accord-1666

ing to the chamber position because the weight of1667

the endplates also plays a role, but the bowing in1668

the direction perpendicular to the wire could be as1669

large as 1.5 mm. This point of maximum deflec-1670

tion occurs about a fourth of the way between the1671
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Figure 22: Plots of the fit residual mean vs. layer, before alignment (red squares) and after alignment (blue crosses),
for each of the six sectors. The displacements occur in correlated groups, layers (1-12, 13-24, and 25-36), which
correspond to the three physical chambers, R1, R2, and R3.

noseplate and backplate. In Fig. 23 we show the en-1672

gineering analysis for a R2 endplate, which agreed1673

well with our direct surveys.1674

Figure 23: An engineering finite element analysis show-
ing the endplate bowing due to wire tension.

8.4. Magnetic Field Model: A Comparison to Mea-1675

surement1676

In the fall of 2016, we mapped the magnetic field1677

of the torus magnet. We documented the equip-1678

ment and measurements in an article on the con-1679

struction of the torus (see Ref. [24]) and in internal1680

documents (see Ref. [25]). Further details are also1681

included in Ref. [27].1682

We used three independent 1-dimensional Hall1683

probes mounted in a precision-machined Teflon1684

holder. The holder was a cylindrical solid that was1685

moved in 5-cm increments by a precision stepper1686

motor and screw assembly down a precision carbon-1687

fiber tube. The probes were precisely spaced to be1688

5 cm apart in the z-dimension (along the beamline),1689

with one oriented perpendicular to the z-axis, an-1690

other perpendicular to the y-axis (vertical), and the1691

third perpendicular to the x-axis (horizontal). In1692

this way, we measured the x, y, and z components1693

of the magnetic field at z-points separated by 5 cm1694

along the axis of the toroid.1695

The carbon-fiber tube was positioned in x and y1696

by precision-machined positioning plates at the up-1697

stream and downstream ends of the torus. There1698

were 24 precise hole locations on each plate (4 be-1699

tween each pair of torus coils). Of the 4 holes in1700

any one of the six sectors, one was midway be-1701

tween coils at 30 cm radius (“Hole A”), one mid-1702

way at 46.5 cm radius (“Hole C”), and the two oth-1703

ers (“Holes B and D”) at 46.5 cm radius but dis-1704

placed azimuthally by ±15◦ away from the sector1705

midplane. In total, we measured Bx, By, Bz at1706

40 locations in z at each of the 24 (x, y) locations,1707
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Figure 24: A plot of Bmodel - Bmeasured (in Gauss) vs. z (mm) for the 160 measurement points within one sector
(Sector 1) of the torus magnet. Sub-figure A corresponds to measurements at a radius of 30 cm and a ϕ of 0◦ (on
the midplane). Sub-figures B, C, and D are for measurements taken at a radius of 46.5 cm and at ϕ values of -15◦,
0◦, and 15◦, respectively.

resulting in 2880 measurements.1708

By adjusting the six coils’ shapes and locations,1709

we were able to match our magnetic model to the1710

measurements to an accuracy of 0.5%. Details of1711

this analysis will be available in a future publica-1712

tion, but in summary we show in Fig. 24 the dif-1713

ference between the magnetic field from our models1714

(in Gauss) and the measured value for the 160 mea-1715

surements taken in one of the sectors between two1716

coils. The measurements in sub-figure A were taken1717

at a radius of 30 cm, which is the region of the high-1718

est magnetic field (∼2 T) and is most important for1719

our low-angle, high-momentum tracks. Sub-figures1720

B, C, and D are measurements taken at a radius of1721

46.5 cm.1722

The (measured-modeled) value is shown for 31723

models: our original model (blue squares), our first1724

adjusted model in which the average coil shape is1725

modified but each coil is in its ideal location (black1726

X’s), and our latest model (purple triangles) in1727

which each coil has the same, modified shape but in-1728

dividual coil positions are adjusted to give the best1729

agreement with the measurements. At this time,1730

the average fractional difference between model and1731

measurement is about 0.5%.1732

9. Drift Chamber Tracking System Perfor-1733

mance1734

In this section, we describe the tracking system1735

performance: the ability to operate at high lu-1736

minosity, the efficiency at reconstructing charged1737

particle tracks, and the spatial resolution of such1738

tracks.1739

9.1. Operation at High Luminosity1740

In order to satisfy the statistical requirements1741

of the experimental program, an important design1742

goal for CLAS12 is the ability to make routine mea-1743

surements with electron beam luminosities up to1744

1035 cm−2s−1. The luminosity limit in CLAS12 is1745

set by the large flux of Møller electrons and low-1746

energy photons produced from the targets by the1747

multi-GeV incident electron beam. This constraint1748

is severe for the drift chambers since they are close1749

to the target.1750

Particularly for the R1 chambers, the large flux1751

of particles limits the luminosity in several ways.1752

First, the chambers must be able to operate with1753

an acceptably low trip rate. Second, the accidental1754

occupancy in the chambers should be on the order1755
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of 5% or less in order to keep the track-finding ineffi-1756

ciencies at a moderate level. See the accompanying1757

article on track reconstruction ([23]) for a quanti-1758

tative discussion of this effect. Third, the effects of1759

sustained high luminosities can be unfavorable for1760

long chamber lifetimes. Aging correlates directly1761

with the currents generated in the chambers. How-1762

ever, our choice of an argon-CO2 gas mixture and1763

strict control of materials in contact with the gas1764

should provide a long chamber lifetime. For the1765

previous CLAS chambers, we used the same gas1766

mixture and ran at a similar gain and similar cur-1767

rents, and the chambers operated for more than 101768

years with no indication of aging. We expect the1769

present chambers to perform well for at least 101770

years.1771

9.2. Tracking Inefficiency: Intrinsic, Malfunction-1772

Related, and Background-Related1773

The probability of not reconstructing a charged1774

particle track due to a charged particle within our1775

fiducial volume is referred to as the “tracking inef-1776

ficiency”. The tracking inefficiency has three root1777

causes:1778

1. intrinsic layer inefficiency: the failure to record1779

a hit for a track crossing a layer, when all wires1780

and electronics are operating properly;1781

2. malfunction-related inefficiency: loss of hits1782

and sometimes whole track segments because1783

of equipment malfunctions;1784

3. background-related inefficiency: out-of-time1785

background can interfere with the segment-1786

finding algorithms when a background-related1787

track segment lies “on top” of a real, in-time,1788

segment.1789

9.2.1. Simulation of Inefficiencies1790

In our generation and reconstruction of simulated1791

events, we estimate the size of the three types of1792

inefficiency in the following manner:1793

1. simulation of intrinsic layer inefficiency: this1794

is a random process and, as such, it is han-1795

dled at event generation time by our Geant41796

Monte Carlo simulation program GEMC [26].1797

For each superlayer (1-6), we have defined a1798

DOCA-dependent layer inefficiency function,1799

as determined from the data. At hit-generation1800

time in GEMC a random number (between 01801

and 1) is generated, and if it is smaller than1802

the layer inefficiency function, the hit is not1803

digitized.1804

2. simulation of malfunction-related inefficiency:1805

the GEMC Monte Carlo hits are generated as1806

if there are no malfunctions of the wires. Dur-1807

ing the Monte Carlo reconstruction, however,1808

a status table for each hit wire is queried and1809

if the wire is in the “bad status” list, that hit1810

is not used in the tracking. The malfunction-1811

related inefficiency is small. At this time,1812

roughly 0.5% of our wires are not operating1813

properly.1814

3. simulation of background-related inefficiency:1815

rather than try to simulate out-of-time back-1816

ground due to all physics processes, we merge1817

“random-trigger” events with events from low-1818

luminosity runs and compare the efficiency of1819

these merged events with that from un-merged1820

low-luminosity events. This ratio is considered1821

to be a measure of the background-related in-1822

efficiency.1823

We will not further discuss the malfunction-1824

related inefficiency or the background-related inef-1825

ficiency further in this article. See our companion1826

article on track reconstruction for more details [23].1827

Here we present our results on measuring the intrin-1828

sic layer inefficiency.1829

9.2.2. Intrinsic Layer Inefficiency1830

The layer inefficiency is the probability that a1831

good hit is not recorded in a wire layer through1832

which the track has passed, based on the evidence1833

from all other layers in the superlayer. This is called1834

the “excluded-layer method”. The layer inefficiency1835

is a measure of the intrinsic drift cell inefficiency for1836

the particular choice of gas mixture, high voltage1837

set point, and discriminator level.1838

The single layer inefficiency is not uniform across1839

the drift cell. It is slightly higher near the sense wire1840

and substantially higher near the outer edge of the1841

cell. A track passing close to a sense wire leaves1842

many ions in the cell, but the ion arrival times1843

are stretched out from near-zero to the maximum1844

drift time Tmax. The result is that the preampli-1845

fier’s output signal has a low voltage amplitude but1846

persists for a long time. So, even though the col-1847

lected charge is large, the output signal of our tran-1848

simpedance preamplifiers may not be large enough1849

to exceed the voltage discriminator threshold of the1850

DCRB. For the case of tracks near the outer edge1851

of the cell (so-called “corner-clippers”), they leave a1852

very small number of ions in the cell and thus have1853

a small signal.1854
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Figure 25: The observed layer inefficiency as a function of DOCA. Hits from tracks that pass close to or far from the
sense wire have their signals spread out in time, and the resulting voltage pulse from the preamplifiers may fail to
cross the discriminator threshold, resulting in a “lost hit”.

Figure 26: The hit resolution plotted vs. TRKDOCA
for R1, R2, and R3 (top, middle, bottom), respectively.

Figure 25 shows that the largest contribution to1855

the drift cell inefficiency is from tracks far from the1856

wire. These tracks may leave very few ions. Even1857

tracks that are far from the wire but leave a sub-1858

stantial number of ions can give rise to inefficien-1859

cies due to a large spread in ion arrival time. These1860

tracks produce signals that have low pulse height1861

and long duration, and thus may escape detection.1862

We fit this observed DOCA-dependent inefficiency1863

to a functional form that is used in our GEMC1864

Monte Carlo hit digitization routine to randomly1865

throw out this percentage of hits.1866

The average layer efficiency of all wires (exclud-1867

ing the 0.5% of malfunctioning wires) is greater1868

than 98%.1869

9.3. Drift Chamber Spatial Resolution1870

The single-wire resolution is the RMS spread of1871

the difference between the fit TRKDOCA of the1872

track and the value of DOCA as calculated from1873

the time of the hit. The variance of this resid-1874

ual distribution is the quadratic sum of the single-1875

wire resolution and the track position uncertainty.1876

This variance over-estimates the single-wire resolu-1877

tion. Since there are six layers per superlayer, this1878

amounts to a 10− 15% over-estimate.1879
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Figure 27: A plot of the residual distributions for all 6 superlayers in Sector 1. Over-plotted is a double-Gaussian fit
to the distribution.

Figure 26 shows the width of the track-hit resid-1880

ual distribution plotted vs. TRKDOCA for each1881

of the different chamber regions. The single-wire1882

resolution worsens near the wire and also at the1883

outer edge of the cell. This arises due to finite clus-1884

ter sizes due to the Poisson distribution of ion-pair1885

production along the path of the primary ion near1886

the sense wire along with time-walk effects and the1887

divergent nature of the electric field lines near the1888

field wire.1889

A more quantitative look at the resolution is1890

given in Fig. 27. This is a plot of the residual distri-1891

butions from each of the six superlayers in Sector 1;1892

all sectors have similar results. Because the resolu-1893

tion is narrow in the middle of the cell and widens1894

considerably for small and large values of DOCA1895

(see Fig. 26), we fit the residual distribution to a1896

double-Gaussian form. The average single-wire res-1897

olution in the middle portion of the cell is about1898

325, 395, and 310 µm for R1, R2, and R3, respec-1899

tively, with a whole cell resolution (RMS) is about1900

430, 540, and 515 µm for R1, R2, and R3, respec-1901

tively.1902

9.4. Summary of Design, Construction, and Oper-1903

ation1904

The toroidal geometry of the CLAS12 spectrom-1905

eter necessitated a particle-tracking system of un-1906

conventional design. Design challenges and solu-1907

tions include the following:1908

- The necessity to conceal inactive areas of the1909

drift chambers within the shadow regions of the1910

torus cryostat resulted in very thin endplates and1911

low-profile wire connection schemes and on-board1912

preamplifiers.1913

- The toroidal shape of the magnet and the desire1914

to have measurements before, within, and after the1915

high-field region, resulted in the design of a “rod1916

and ball” mounting scheme that minimizes dead ar-1917

eas and facilitates maintenance.1918

- The fabrication of chambers that support large1919

static wire tensions, but have thin endplates neces-1920

sitated three endplate designs: aluminum stiffened1921

with steel bars (R1), Stesalit (an epoxy-fiberglass1922

composite) stiffened with steel bars (R2), and thin1923

stainless-steel plates filled with foam and reinforced1924

with carbon-fiber posts on the entrance side and1925

a carbon-foam-carbon composite plate on the exit1926

side (R3).1927

-The need for precise tracking in a system with1928

non-saturated drift velocity (necessitated by the re-1929

quirements of large drift distances, non-flammable1930

gas mixtures, and low-gain operation) resulted in1931

a semi-automated calibration and monitoring soft-1932

ware package.1933

9.5. Conclusions1934

The CLAS12 drift chamber system has been in1935

routine operation since spring, 2017. The system1936

has reached its design goals of operating at high-1937

luminosity (1×1035 cm−2s−1) in a high-flux elec-1938
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tromagnetic reaction environment, with very good1939

track reconstruction efficiency over a large range of1940

angles and magnetic fields; see the article on track1941

reconstruction [23]. The percentage of malfunction-1942

ing wires, due to high voltage problems, signal con-1943

nector issues, etc., is presently 0.5%. The single-1944

wire efficiency is greater than 98%.1945

Calibration efforts are ongoing, and at the time of1946

this publication, the single-wire resolution is about1947

500 µm averaged over all drift distances and all1948

18 chambers. The average single-wire resolution in1949

the middle portion of the cell is about 325, 395,1950

and310 µm for R1, R2, and R3, respectively.1951
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